Welcome to the City of Philadelphia! This map is designed to help orient you to the historic, heritage and cultural sites and institutions the City of Philadelphia has to offer. Philadelphia is a city that can best be seen on foot. There are a great many historic and cultural sites within blocks of City Hall, Independence National Historical Park, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Within a short walk, you can experience your heritage from the revolutionary war through today. This map of Philadelphia was made possible through the generous contribution of The Lenfest Foundation and with the participation of the National Park Service, Philadelphia Historic Neighborhood Conservation, Independence Visitor Center Corporation, Greater Philadelphia Tourism Marketing Corporation, Philadelphia Convention & Visitors Bureau, the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia’s Northwest Coalition and many other organizations from around the city.

How to Use This Map

This map was designed to help you find your way around Philadelphia as you seek out all the culture and history the city has to offer. To further help you in this process, there is information about each of the National Historic Landmarks, National Park Service sites, the culture and history the city has to offer. To further help you in this process, there is information about each of the National Historic Landmarks, National Park Service sites, and museums on the back of this map. This information includes a brief description of the site, street address, telephone number, and website address. Please use the contact information provided to obtain the most up-to-date listing of hours of operation and admissions fees.

Folding the map

You will see there are red marks along the edges of the map. These are the guides you will use to help fold the map. Follow the simple folding instructions on the right that show you how to make the map pocket size.

KEY

- Additional information about site included on back
- Parking
- SEPTA subway
- Walking landmark
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